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Dear readers,

The last JENZ news was 
published for the BioEnergy 
Decentral in November last 
year. It‘s no secret that there 
was considerable uncertainty 
about future development of the 
biomass sector before this trade 
fair. This naturally applied most 
of all to biogas, but even ligneous 
biomasses were subject to 
considerable reservations about 
future development. 

In the meantime we have come a 
bit further, and it now appears that 
things will not get quite as bad 
as was feared. This feeling was 
confi rmed by the current survey 
carried out by C.A.R.M.E.N. 
within the companies in this 
sector in the IV quarter of 2012.

According to this, the companies 
surveyed now reckon with 
increasing sales in the coming 
months again. The number 
of sceptics, in other words 
companies who expect 
decreasing sales, has also fallen.

Apart from this, the investment 
tendency has also increased. 
Almost one third of the companies 
questioned are expecting to 
invest more in 2013 than they 
did in 2012. The number of 
investment objectors has fallen 
to considerably below 20 %. In 
principle it appears that our 
sector will gain considerably 
more momentum over the coming 
months. Investment will be carried 

out when orders requiring it exist. 
Even this has positively changed, 
36% of the companies questioned 
estimate their position as good. 
The number of those who 
estimate their order levels as bad 
has fallen from 25 % in the third 
quarter to only 15 % currently. 

However, the mood is slightly 
darkened by the discussions 
being carried out about the 
energy revolution. The keyword 
in this case is mainly the „plate 
or tank debate“. More than half 
the companies consider the basic 
conditions to be bad, and this 
number has actually increased 
compared with the third quarter.

 This mainly affects the biogas 
sector. Utilisation of ligneous 
biomasses, in contrast, continues 
to be politically uncontroversial, 
especially when dealing with 
heat-driven decentralised plants 
with an effi ciency of more than 
90 %. 

Most of our machines are 
deployed in such plants, which 
means that they are not affected 
by the negative mood.

Thanks to this background 
knowledge we can all look to the 
future in a slightly more relaxed 
way, and in this relaxed mood 
we would like to present you 
with a few proposals for possible 
investment in the coming pages.

We hope you enjoy reading this 
issue. 
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JENZ is extending the successful chipper 
truck product line with the new HEM 540 
chipper cell. In comparison with the largest 
of the truck versions, this machine scores 
with low purchase costs and highest 
effi ciency.
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18 tonnes on two axles
The new HEM 540 chipper series was developed 
in order to keep to a maximum overall weight of 
18,000 kg. This machine defi nes a completely new 
class, which will be setting benchmarks in terms of 
performance with its draw-in width of 790 mm and 
a maximum intake height of 610 mm. A MAN TGS 
18.360 4x4, which is only fi tted with two axles in 
contrast to all other HGV chippers, is used as a basic 
vehicle for the new HEM 540 R chipper truck.

New HEM 540 chipper cell
Use has been made of proven components from the 
HEM 500 family in the development of the new chipper 
cell. This means that the HEM 540 stands out with its 
large screen area, which provides optimum conditions 
for high throughput performance. The screen basket 
cover opens hydraulically, which ensures quick and 
simple maintenance access. The screen basket itself 
can be easily and rapidly changed without tools and 
with just a few actions.  This technology has been 
taken over from the larger JENZ mobile chippers. 
Furthermore, the HEM 540 R truck is fi tted with an 
optimised draw-in table which can also guide bulky 
materials such as light cuttings into the draw-in roller 
using its hopper shape. 

High-powered and effi cientt
The drive, with its power of 360 hp and a maximum 
torque of 1800 Nm, is at the level of modern large 
tractors, which means that it provides the best 
possible combination of power, low purchase cost 
and effi ciency for operating costs. More than 100 bulk 
cubic metres of woodchippings can be processed per 
hour. Hardwood at up to 42 cm and softwood up to 56 
cm diameter can be processed using the HEM 540. 
In contrast to the larger chipper trucks, the chipper is 
not driven by the transmission auxiliary drive but by 
the NMV. This solution is considerably less expensive, 
and certainly suffi cient for the lower motor power of 
360 hp. A further advantage is that the NMV auxiliary 
drive can be switched on and off both at a standstill 
and while travelling under load. This means that the 
vehicle can be driven simply and quickly along short 
routes, for example alongside a material heap. 

Compact HGV as basis
The MAN TGS 18.360 4x4 meets the Euro 5 standard 
and has been fi tted with a switchable 4-wheel drive, 
differential lock and special tyres for maximum 
traction. The roomy driver‘s cabin with mowing 
windows also offers a workplace with considerable 
comfort. The fact that the small chipper truck is hardly 
any bigger than a Unimog makes it extremely suitable 
for use in restricted spaces. With its maximum speed 
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short facts
Performance potential:
hardwood: up to 42 cm
softwood: up to 56 cm

Intake opening:
width: 790 mm
height: approx. 610 mm

Rotor diameter:
820 mm

Number of tools:
8, optionally 16

Material outfeed:
blower with centric infeed

Main drive:
via MAN carrier vehicle TGS 18.360 4x4 BB
265 kW (360 hp) - Euro 5

Cylinder capacity:
10.5 l

Max. torque:
1800 Nm at 1000 - 1400 rpm 

loading crane:
Epsilon C60F86,
gross load moment 82 kNm, nett 61 kNm,
reach 8.60 m

Dimensions:
length: approx. 7.65 m
width: approx. 2.55 m
height: approx. 3.80 m

What the practitioners say:
Johannes Pinther started working with woodchipping production 
in 2003 using a JENZ HEM 25. The company is located around 
30 km west of Vienna. The vehicle fl eet also includes a JENZ 
HEM 560 Z and a JENZ HEM 581 DQ. The entrepreneur was 
considering purchasing an HGV chipper, so he was able to 
test the new HEM 540 R chipper truck for two weeks. Machine 
operator Florian Daxböck, who previously only worked with 
tractor chippers, is especially taken with the high work and 
driving comfort provided by the HGV: „I have a lot of space in 
the driver‘s cab, and it‘s really nice and quiet.“ Their fi rst sight 
of the „mini chipper“ did not raise great expectations. However, 
after the fi rst few hours of work, they had to admit that this was 
a mistake. The high torque provided by the 360 hp MAN diesel 
was especially convincing to the chipper driver. „I reckon that 
the small chipper truck manages exactly the same throughput 
rate as an equally powerful tractor and trailer combination. 
That‘s at least 100 bulk cubic metres per hour for good quality 
standing timber.“ The costs and the fl exibility are fi rst and 
foremost decisive for Johannes Pinther. The chipper truck with 
its effi cient drive concept goes in just the right direction in these 
terms. The deployment range now has a radius of around 100 
km. The HGV is much more comfortable and economical than 
a tractor on long road journeys. The company has already 
ordered a chipper truck for precisely these reasons, but in this 
case it is a three-axle version with a HEM 582 R fi tted. The 
new chipper will be arriving in April. Mr Pinther is also seriously 
considering purchasing a HEM 540 R as a second machine.

of 80 km/h, the machine is approved for motorway 
driving and can be transported quickly and simply.
„Our experience shows that more than 50 % of the 
operating hours are spent on the road. This means 
that it is enormously important to keep this relocation 
time as brief as possible for optimum machine 
deployment“ said Stefan Müller, design engineer at 
JENZ GmbH.

For small orders and private customers
Even smaller contracts in the private or communal 
sector, which could not previously be carried out cost-
effectively with larger machines or longer transport 
routes, will become of interest with the new mobile 
chipper. „If the job sites are more than 30 or 40 km 
apart, and the job deployment time is only a few 
hours, most private contractors would have declined 
this sort of job in the past due to the operating costs. 
This is now a thing of the past, thanks to our new 
chipper truck“ explained JENZ General Manager Uwe 
Hempen-Hermeier. Complete new potential is being 
opened up especially in the landscape conservation 
sector, for example roadside and motorway work. 
The timber extracted from this location is now 
inexpensively available to local authorities for 
energetic utilisation
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New energy 
needs new 
technology
  JENZ tests SRC tree harvester at Viessmann
  First results extremely satisfactory
  Market launch planned for 2014

by Jürgen Krüger
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Allendorf an der Eder. During the search for 
new energy sources, scientists and companies 
develop the idea of planting rapid-growing trees 
(rapid-growing plantations) some years ago in 
order to harvest these and then process them 
into woodchippings. 

This type of energy woodland, consisting of willows, 
is also in existence at JENZ‘s headquarters in 
Petershagen- Wegholm. A considerably larger 
rapid-growing plantation of this type can be found 
at Allendorf an der Eder in the district of Waldeck-
Frankenberg in Hesse. Here, the Viessmann heating 
technology company has been growing poplar and 
willow on agricultural ground since 2007. The total 
area nowadays is around 200 hectares. The rapid-
growing trees were already harvested three years 
ago last winter, and the works energy control centre 
at Viessmann produced heat and power with the 
woodchippings which were extracted. According 
to information provided by Viessmann, around half 
of its required heating energy comes from its own 
energy forestry. 

„Harvesting“ sounds considerably easier in this 
context than it actually was. No one knows this 
better than Georg Haverkamp. The mechanical 
engineering graduate, who works at JENZ, has been 
dealing with the subject for several years now, and is 
currently testing the new JENZ GMHS 100 SRC tree 
harvester on the Viessmann grounds. The „S“ at the 
end of the abbreviation stands for the so-called „disc 
chipper principle“. The prototype, which was fi rst 

presented in summer 2012 at the 16th conference 
of the KWF (German forestry organization) in 
Bopfi ngen Is the further development of research 
work carried out by the Leibniz-Institutes für 
Agrartechnik Potsdam-Bornim. Mr Haverkamp has 
been testing the basic motor function of the disc 
chipper principle using the original Leibniz Institute 
SRC tree harvester. These tests, carried out in 
JENZ‘s energy forest, ran positively. After this, the 
engineer instructed a completely new machine which 
was intended to meet JENZ‘s quality requirements. 
„The aim is to offer the GMHS 100 ready for the 
market in 2014“ he said.

The machine unit is fi tted with a three-point linkage 
and only requires a power supply of 75 kW to 110 
kW (100 hp to 150 hp) via the 1000 rpm power 
takeoff shaft. At only 1300 kg, the weight is relatively 
low. However, the construction of the GMHS 100 is 
only suitable for the so-called „single-row harvesting 
method“. If the double-row harvesting method is 
required the considerably heavier GMHT, which 
works using the drum chipper principle, will be 
used. Mr Haverkamp is testing the GMHS 100 at 
Viessmann in Hesse. „The low weight ensures that 
harvesting does not damage even low-compaction 
soils. You cannot underestimate the importance of 
this, because the rapid-growing tree area should 
only be driven on in winter for harvest purposes“ 
said Mr Haverkamp. The trees produce new shoots 
after this, and are ready for harvesting again after 
three years. This cycle should be possible for more 
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than 20 years. This type of cultivation is considered to be 
particularly extensive and kind to soils since it requires hardly 
any other care measures.

„Nevertheless, harvesting eats up 40 to 60 % of the overall 
costs when creating energy from rapid-growing plantations“ 
said JENZ general manager Uwe Hempen-Hermeier. And this 
is where the GMHS 100 shows its considerable advantages. 
The light JENZ machine also reduces operating costs 
because it combines three working operations in one process: 
cutting, chipping and throwing. The machine unit consists of 
a rotor disc on which the chipper blades are fi xed to spacer 
blocks. Furthermore, the rotor disc is fi tted with bolted-on 
saw segments which function like a sawblade. The wood is 
then drawn in vertically and guided through a hydraulically-
driven star wheel and a guide arm with barbed hooks. Vertical 
drawing-in of the wood is one of the reasons the GMHS 
100 differs from other processes during rapid-growing tree 
harvesting, and this represents a unique selling point.

The vertical draw-in of the trees to the chipper unit is taken 
over by two counter-rotating rollers with horizontal axles. The 
outer roller is fi tted to the external feed worm driveshaft and 
mounted rigidly. This combination of screw conveyor and draw-
in roller means that the number of actively-driven elements is 
reduced.

The wood which is drawn in is then fragmentised by the 
chipping blades bolted to the rotor disc and the counter-blades. 
The spacer blocks mounted underneath the chipping blades 
accelerate the woodchippings and sling them out onto the 
transport vehicle via a delivery pipe.

During test harvests at Viessmann, JENZ has been working 
together with service provider Frank Mikus. A hopper of 
size 18 m³ has been fi tted to his Claas Xerion 3800, and the 
chippings are collected there. A second vehicle for collecting 
the woodchippings is therefore no longer required. Georg 
Haverkamp is almost always around when the GMHS 100 
is working at Viessmann. Sometimes he watches from the 
edge of the fi eld, sometimes he walks alongside the tractor 
and the machine, which mostly moves at less than 10 km/h, 
and sometimes he sits in the driver‘s cab with the driver. Up 
to now, Georg Haverkamp has probably observed at least 
20 ha of harvesting. Even if the tests are not yet completed 
he is extremely satisfi ed with the initial fi ndings. His initial 
interest is the stability of the machine and its wear parts. „The 
concept works, but we still have to optimise the procedure in 
detail. We will be able to meet our objectives of minimising 
operating costs, achieving the best possible woodchipping 
quality and leaving behind a functioning energy forest, and 
launch the machine on the market in 2014“ said Mr Haverkamp 
confi dently.

short facts
Performance potential:
hardwood: up to 10 cm
softwood: up to 14 cm

Planting and harvesting conditions:
distance between individual rows:
2.000 mm
trunk planting spacing: 450 - 1000 mm

Area performance:
0,3 - 1 ha/h

Working width:
approx. 1100 mm

Overall width:
approx. 2400 mm

Material outfeed:
delivery pipe, hydraulically pivoted

Power consumption:
mechanical: approx. 75 kW - 110 kW
hydraulic: approx. 16 kW - 30 kW

Drive:
1000 rpm power takeoff shaft

Extension fitting:
three-point mounting (category III)

Weight:
approx. 1300 kg
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Heinz Lener, a farmer‘s son, went self-employed 
28 years ago. Nowadays he manages a private 
contracting company with 14 employees together 
with his son Martin. The successful entrepreneur 
spoke to us about the development of the 
company and his own philosophies.

Buying wood, crushing it and selling it again - that 
sounds very simple, but it requires sophisticated 
logistics and is the main breadwinner for the Lener 
Hackgut GmbH with its 14 employees. The company 
is located in Weer in Tirol, 20 km east of Innsbruck. 
In this area, almost everything appears to have 
something to do with woodchippings. This isn‘t quite 
true, because the company‘s portfolio also includes 
farming and forestry services, 

forestry mulching, forestry and farm track renovation, 
winter services, special tree cutting and clearing of all 
types.

To take things one at a time: everything started in 
1984. Heinz Lener, who was then 27, founded a private 
contracting company as a sideline to his parents‘ dairy 
farm operation. Initially he only offered agricultural 
services. When the local machinery cooperative 
was looking for a shredder operator in 1997, the 
businessman was fi rst in line. This new activity 
provided him with access to huge quantities of timber. 
At this time, biomass district heating plants were 
sprouting like mushrooms in Tirol. Mr Lener recognised 
the trend and started woodchipping production.

4 chippers in 9 years
In 2002 Heinz Lener bought his fi rst chipper, a JENZ 
HEM 700 as a trainer machine with 455 hp add-
on motor, and at this time it was the largest coarse 
chipper in Tirol. The order levels developed extremely 
well so only two years later he purchased a 
further HEM 700, this time a 4-axle 
HGV with crane, lift cabin and 
a 600 hp add-on motor.

The best
woodchippings in Tirol
Heinz Lener works with four coarse chippers
and a biomass processor from JENZ 

by Christian Leitner
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This machine proved to be ideal, especially for chipping 
larger quantities of standing timber. It is still in use today, 
and by now it has more than 12,000 operating hours on 
the clock. In 2009, the chipper fl eet was extended with 
a HEM 582 on a 4-axle HGV. The machine has a wider 
draw-in than the HEM 700, and is therefore predestined for 
chipping shrubs, branches and treetops. Only two years 
later another HEM 582 R chipper truck arrived. With its 
compact dimensions and four-wheel drive, it is always in 
demand when space is tight. „We often have to work along 
narrow forest tracks or in the mountains. However, with the 
chipper truck we can always get to places a tractor with 
trailer chipper could never reach“ is how Mr Lener explains 
his selection. The HGV strategy has paid for itself whatever, 
he maintains: „Our deployment range has a radius of around 
150 km. That means that it is important that we can get from 
A to B quickly and comfortably. Furthermore, Lener Hackgut 
GmbH is often deployed abroad - in Germany, Italy, Hungary 
and the Czech Republic. We also operate in shifts if larger 
orders need to be dealt with.“

JENZ coarse chippers
Right from the start, Mr Lener put his emphasis on coarse 
chippers. „A driver can achieve high performances with a 
larger machine. We have the timber delivered to the edge 
of the track where it is then fragmentised. I just can‘t afford 
to have the chipper driving around the forest for two hours 
just to fi ll one container“ explained Mr Lener. It wasn‘t 
just coincidence that he decided to buy from JENZ. „At 
that time, there was a lot of exotic material around in the 
coarse chipper sector. JENZ was considerably advanced 
at the time, and had series experience.“ Mr Lener still 
hasn‘t regretted his choice. „Even if there are problems 
occasionally, the company is extremely generous and is 
always there to support its customers. I have really enjoyed 
that up to now.“

People as a success factor
Heinz Lener just can‘t do without high-powered and reliable 
machines. However, he still considers his employees to 
be responsible for his success. „What they do out there is 
demanding and heavy work. That is why we need motivated 
specialists with considerable endurance.“ The service 
provider has been able to build up a good reputation thanks 
to reliability and good work. Just recently, the following quote 
from a satisfi ed customer reached him: „Mr Lener makes the 
best woodchippings in the whole of Tirol!“ As things look, 
the 56-year-old has done everything right, which means 
the best outlook for his sons Martin and Matthias who have 
already been working in the company since completing their 
agricultural studies, and Martin has even taken over some of 
the tasks of general manager.

Did you know, ...
... that JENZ machines have already clocked up 

more than 41,000 operating hours at Lener.
To fi nd out more, take a look here:

www.lener-hackgut.at
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by Jürgen Krüger

Rödinghausen. Ulrich Laschütza just loves agricultural 
machine technology. This is the reason that Mr Laschütza, now 
44, decided not to study after his A-levels but to train as an 
agricultural machinery mechanic. Once he had fi nished this, 
he qualifi ed in his master‘s diploma. Mr Laschütza, who comes 
from Rödinghausen, had already gone self-employed at the age 
of 18 as a private contractor with a combine harvester.

„JENZ builds machines the way I would have built them“

Ulrich Laschütza
and his HEM 582 Z

with hydraulic blower...
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„My grandpa was a self-employed carpenter and had 
four daughters, of whom one was my mother. In other 
words he never had a successor, so I was able to use 
his workshop for my company“ said Mr Laschütza. 
The founding took place more than 25 years ago, and 
nowadays Laschütza GmbH operates as a modern 
commercial and service company. Purchase and sales 
of tractors and agricultural machines, a workshop 
and the private contracting company are the business 
areas. Nowadays, Mr Laschütza spends a lot of time 
in the offi ce „which is a shame, because I miss the 
dirty hands“. The workshop is managed by Björn 
Kammann, and the Claas Xerion 3.800 with the new 
JENZ HEM 582 Z mobile chip is driven by Andreas 
Bartelborth. Both are employed by Ulrich Laschütza.

The company uses the mobile chipper to produce 
woodchippings as a private contractor, but also to 
trade in woodchippings for its own purposes. For 
example, Ulrich Laschütza operates the woodchipping 
heater (only for boiler operation) at Rödinghausen 
Comprehensive School and the primary school with its 
sports hall in Bruchmühlen. „We only sell the schools 
heat. The boiler unit belongs to us, the heating system 
itself belongs to the schools“ said Mr Laschütza. 

Quality plays an ever-increasing role in terms of 
woodchippings, which was the reason why why Ulrich 
Laschütza and Bernd Ruhe, JENZ‘s sales manager 
for northern Germany, came together to discuss 
an idea for an experiment. Together with the JENZ 
construction department, they have developed a 
mobile chipper with hydraulic fan based on an HEM 
582 Z. To do this a large fan originating from the HEM 
820 Z was used, and the hydraulic drive was used to 
regulate the rotating speed of the vanes during 
operation variably between 450 and 1050 rpm.
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A further technical refi nement is the displacement pump with 
constant motor. This means that the ejected material remains 
at a uniform volume even if the rotor changes its speed, for 
example when different densities of standing timber have to 
be chipped. The result is almost as good as a conveyor belt 
in terms of outfeed technology. The woodchipping quality 
increases because the optimised fan speed damages less 
chippings, which means that the zero portion reduces. 
Dispersion when blowing out the woodchippings reduces - not 
so much gets thrown past the target. Last of all, this innovation 
reduces wear costs. Ulrich Laschütza can only conjecture 
whether regulated fan operation also reduces the Claas Xerion 
3.800 drive machine‘s fuel costs. „At the moment I don‘t have 
enough data material to make a reliable statement“ he said. 
One thing he can say, however, is that the technology works.

Since he is an agricultural master mechanic, Ulrich Laschütza is 
capable of carrying out discussions with JENZ engineers at eye 
level. He was part of the team right from the beginning during 
construction, was able to input his proposals and ideas and 
always felt welcome. „You can really tell that the people at JENZ 
are keen on their work. JENZ builds the machines the way I 
would have built them“ commended Mr Laschütza, who now 
fosters an almost amicable relationship with service technician 
Bernd Ruhe. And this is why the machine wasn‘t just handed 
over in January 2013, but „launched“ with a bottle of bubbly, as 
Bernd Ruhe says. After that, he donated a barrel of beer, and 
Ulrich Laschütza donated the sausages. And it‘s almost sure 
that he showed Bernd Ruhe his collection of almost 30 historic 
tractors during the celebrations. Ulrich Laschütza has collected 
those over the the years - because he just loves agricultural 
machinery.

short facts
Performance potential:
hardwood: up to 45 cm
softwood: up to 56 cm
throughput: up to 210 lcm/h

Intake opening:
width: 680 mm
height: approx. 1200 mm

Rotor diameter:
820 mm

Number of tools:
12, optionally 24

Material outfeed:
fan from HEM 820 Z,
directly hydraulically driven

Power requirement:
power takeoff shaft from around 132 kW 
(180 PS) to max.235 kW (320)

Weight basic version:
11200 kg

Dimensions:
length: approx. 6.40 m
width: approx. 2.55 m
height: approx. 3.90 m

Controller functions:
display control
Z-tronic
DIP function
automatic overload controlautomatic overload control
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JENZ GmbH Maschinen- und Fahrzeugbau 
Wegholmer Str. 14, 32469 Petershagen   Tel.: +49 (0) 5704/9409-0     info@jenz.de 

Example: 
HEM 560 Z / 561 Z – 
Chippers in the professional class 
– second-hand 
An alternative for contracting companies who 
are looking for an entry into woodchipping 
production, or for private persons who want to 
chip for their own use. 
■  Active support from JENZ Service with regard 

to spare parts, instruction, maintenance 
■  Financing facilities

Information at www.jenz.de
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Date Exhibition Location Representative
March
20.03. - 24.03. Bois Energie Nantes (France) Noremat
April
16.04. - 18.04. 25. Kasseler Abfall- und Bioenergieforum Kassel JENZ
17.04. - 20.04. Maamess Tartu (Estonia) OÜ Autra
May
06.05. - 10.05. LIGNA Hannover JENZ
21.05. - 24.05. Derevoobrabotka Lvov (Ukraine) OÜ Autra
21.05. - 24.05. N-Expo Tokyo (Japan) Ryokusan
22.05. - 24.05. LESDREVTEKH Minsk (Belarus) Bioenergetika
June
04.06. - 06.06. Avfallskonferansen Ålesund (Norway) Magne Gitmark
05.06. - 08.06. Elmia Wood Jönköping (Sweden) JENZ
19.06. - 20.06. BVOR demodagen Maastricht (Holland) Van Bemmel
20.06. - 22.06. Asturforesta Asturias (Spain) Masias
September
04.09. - 08.09. Matexpo Kortrijk (Belgium) Van Bemmel
05.09. - 07.09. Maxpo Helsinki (Finland) Ideachip
10.09. - 13.09. RWM Birmingham (UK) Westcon
24.09. - 27.09. Lisderevmash Kiev (Ukraine) OÜ Autra
27.09. - 29.09. Forlener Caresanablot (Italy) Ladurner
October
01.10. - 04.10. Woodworking Minsk (Belarus) Bioenergetika
November
05.11. - 07.11. FIMAI São Paulo (Brazil) Masias
10.11 - 16.11. AGRITECHNICA Hannover JENZ

Exhibition dates 2013
As of March 2013. Information without liability
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